Peripheral T cell receptors alpha beta and gamma delta in patients with Hodgkin's lymphoma.
Antigen recognition by T cells is determined by an antigen specific T cell receptor (TCR). Two heterodimeric TCR structures associated with CD3 have been defined: TCR alpha beta and TCR gamma delta. TCR alpha beta and its function are well described but the role of TCR gamma delta in normal and lymphoproliferative disorders is not well established. In newly diagnosed or relapsed/refractory Hodgkin's disease (HD), a disease associated with defective T cell functions and increased sIL-2R, we determined levels of seven TCR alpha beta variable regions [beta V5(a), beta V5(b), beta V6(a), beta V12(a), alpha beta V(a), alpha V2(a)] and TCR gamma delta by using monoclonal antibodies (MCA). TCR gamma delta levels did not show any difference, but several variable regions of the TCR alpha beta differed when groups are compared with each other and the control group.